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-REPORT No. 130. 
OXYGEN INSTRUMENTS. 
By FRANKLIN L. H UNT. 
INTRODUCTION. 
This report is Section VI of a' series of reports on aeronautic instruments (Technical 
Reports os. 125 to 132, inclu ive) prepared by the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the 
Bureau of tandard under research authorizations formulated and recommended by the 
Subcommittce on Aerodynamics and approved by the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics. Much of the material contained in this report was made available through the 
cooperation of the War and avy Departments. 
It has been shown that at altitudes above 15,000 feet the physical condition of aviators is 
seriously affected from lack of oxygen, unle s artificial m eans is provided to supply the deficiency. 
The physiological symptom are h eadache, which is usually the :fir t symptom noted, palpita-
tion, fatigue, numbness of the limbs, pains in one or both ears, which may persi t for several 
hours, weakening of the attention, diminished sense of stability, vertigo, faintness, and finally 
loss of consciousnes , with con equently disas·trous results unless consciousness is regained 
before the earth is reached. It ha been definitely determined that flying at altitudes of 20,000 
feet or more for extended period can not be undertaken without serious injury to the central 
nervous system of the aviator. These physiological symptoms can be almost entirely avoided 
by upplying to the aviator artificial oxygen during flight. 
The normal man at full atmo pheric pressure breathes approximately 16 times per minute. 
The volume of each in piration is about one-half liter, so that liters of air is breathed per 
minute, of which 1.6 liter is oxygen. This, however, is the minimum required. During 
flight the aviator i continually in a tate of phy ical activjty and, therefore, need more 
oxygen. It ha been found that 4 lit rs per minute i not an excessive amount to supply, 
allowing for inevitable los es at the mask. 
The pres ure of the air at ea level is approximately 14.7 pounds per square inch. It 
decreases at the rate of approximately one-half pound per square inch for every 1,000 feet of 
a cent for the first 10,000 feet and more rapidly at the higher altitudes. At 20,000 feet the 
pre sure, and consequently the density, is approximately one-half of that at the urface of the 
earth; i. e., at each inhalation at this altitude the aviator would receive only one-half of the 
oxygen that he would get at full atmo pheric pres ure. The conditions for altitude up to 
30,000 feet on the as umption that the aviator requires 4 liters of oxygen per minute at full 
atmospheric pressure and breathes at the normal rate at high altitudes, are hown in Table I. 
In column 1 is the altitude in feet computed from the formula 
759.6 H = 62900 loglo -p 
where P is the barometric pressure in millimeters. A constant temperature of 10° C. is assumed. 
Column 2 gives Lhe amount of oxygen in liters per minute which one man would receive, com-
puted on the assumption that 4 liters per minute are required, by the relation V=4 7:0 where 
V is the volume in liters and P the atmospheric pressure in millimeters of mercury. In column 
3 is the deficit which mu t be supplied in order that he may receive the normal amount of 
oxygen. Column 4 hows the amount specified by the British and the United States Bureau of 
Aircraft Production. French specifications require a delivery of 0.5 liter per minute at 3,000 
meters and 2.5 liters per minute at 8,000 meters. 
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TABLE 1. 
Oxygen \ Oxygen 
Altitude a va ilabl deficit 
(feet). (liter ! (Iilers! 
min.) . min.) . 
Supplied I 
British 
and 
{ nited 
Slates. 
--- '--1 
30,000 1.3 2.7 2. 7 
25, 000 1.6 2.4 2.4 
20, 000 1.9 2. l 2. 1 
15,000 2.3 l.i 1.7 
10, 000 2. 8 1.2 1.2 
5,000 3.3 0. 7 0.7 
0 4 0 0 
IL thu appear that for high aHituclc flights approximatcly L5D li ter. of artifLCial oxygen 
mu t be suppli('d pel' pCl'son per 110ur, and under average condition a supply for a 2.Y2-hour 
fljght i carried. Enough pace j avaihthle in the fuselage of an airplan to Lore in bag the 
350 or more liter required. uch bag have been made by t.he French w ighing 1.2 kilogmm 
and carrying 360 liter of oxygen uncleI' atmospheric pre me 'with a to al capacity of 720 
liter, which i nece ary in o1"<.I er that t.he bags hall not bur t during the ascent. Means are al 0 
provided to maintain a con tant pre ure in the bao-. Thi i accomplished by the u e of a 
smaller compensating bag in which the pre me i maintained constant by the speed of th air-
plane. Incendiary bullet et fir to the envelope and the use of uch bag has con equently 
been di continued. 
The two method in practical u e for storing the oxygen supply are (1) to com pre the 
required amount of ga into steel cylinders and (2) to liquefy the oxygen and carry it in a 
uitably con tructed receptacle in li quid form. The French have u ed for compre cd oxyo-en 
a cylinder of teel3 millimeters thick of 36 liter capacity, weighing from 4 to 4;Y2 kilograms, "\>vith 
a volume of 2,000 to 2,400 ubic centimeters and an in ide diamet.er of 6.5 centimeter . The 
ga. is under a pressure of ] 75 atmosphere. The Briti h aviation ervice has u ed cylindel" 
of chrome ted of 500 liter capacit,y, weighing 3 kilogram, which are filled with gas at 150 
atmo. phere. ,pecifications of th Unit d Lates Bureau of AircraH Prochl tion l' quired 
seamle ted cylinder of 500 liLrr. capacity at a gage pre sme of 2,250 pound at 60 0 . F. 
The tank are n,pproximately 4 inehe out icl di.ameter and 20 inche long and weigh 12 
pounds each. 
The Germans u e liquid oxygen exclusively. It is carried in vaeuum-jacketed receptacle. 
con ic\erably lighter than the steel cylinder required for compre cd oxygen . 
Special container. for t,orino- and tran porting liquid oxygen have been developed br 
the Briti ,h. The e con ist of a double-walled pherical ve cl with. inner and outer urface 
or spun or pre ed m tal 14 and 15 inche in eli, meter, respectively. They hold 4;Y2 gallons of 
liquid which corre ponel 1,0 about. 15,000 liter of ga eou oxygen. The neck of the inner 
ve sel consists of a long metal tu he n,ppl'oximaiely tl1ree-eigMh of an inch in diameter which 
is mrounded hy a larger neck attached to the outer vessel. An air-tight collar i provided 
at the top b tween the /;\'-0 neck. The space bet"\>veen the inner and outer \e el including 
that between the inner and outer ne k is exhau ted to a pre me of approximately one-thou-
sandth of a millimeter of mercmy and the smfa e facing the evacuated space are highly poli hed 
to reduce the heat radiat,ion. About 300 gram of prepared wood charcoal are placed in a 
. mall cup attached 1,0 the outside of the lower part of the inner ves el. Thi is to ab orb 
re idual ga e in the evacuated pacc. A lead tube prot cted by a detachable cap i provided 
for exhausting and ealing off the . pace between the two wall of the container. The los of 
oxygen per 24 hom by evaporation from such vessel doe not exceed 7 p r cent of the normal 
capacity of the container. Detail of the German liquid oxygen apparatu , al 0 imilar one of 
Bri ti h, French and American de ign, will be on iderecllater. 
Anotber e ' enti.al feature of the oxygen supply apparatu i a device for controlling tbe 
amount or oxygen delivered to the avin,tor. Thi con i ted in t,he earlie t apparatus merely 
of a hand-controlled reducing valve at,ta hed 1,0 the oxygen suppl y tank which the aviator 
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opcra(,cd to deliver oxygen aecording to hi need. In later form an automatic pre me regu-
laLor which mainLains the pre sme of the oxygen supplied independent of Lhe pressme in the 
tank and an automatic control for regulatinO' the amount of oxygen supplied to the aviator 
according to hi altitude, i' provided. In addition, when comprC' sed oxygen i u cd a pre me 
gage is added to indicate Lhe pre ure of oxygen in the upply tank and a Dow indicator to 
show when oxygen is passing through the apparatu Device which have been designed for 
this purpose arc described in Lhe following section. 
CONTROL APPARATU, -COMPRESSED-OXYGE TYPE. 
DREYER APPARATUS . 
• \.. type of oxygen-control apparaLu extensively u e l during the war wa invent d by ol. 
Dreyer of the Medical Corps of the British Army. This appn,rat us is shown in Figure 1 and in 
detail in Figure' 2. It u ' es compre cd oxygen. 
The pre sure it.nk is connected at C. The 
oxygen pa e to the pre ure gag A which in-
dicates the tank pre's urc in kilogmms per 
square centimetcr. Beneath the pre ure O'age 
is a recluced pJ'es ' ul'e chamber B , w\)·ic l1 re-
duces Lhe tank pressure of from L!O to 150 
atmospheres to n pressme of approximately 1;') 
pound ' per square inch above atmo ph eric 
pre ·ure. From tbe red uced pre 'sure cham her 
t.he gas passes through copper pre ur tuhing 
Lo the shuL-ofT valve V', the purpose of which 
A 
i' Lo regulate the' supply of oxyO'en for ODe or FIG I.- Dreycr Oxygen .\pparatns. 
two mcn and Lo cut Lhe supply off entirely if desircd. From Lhe huL-ofT valve Lhe oxygen is 
conduded by coppcr pressure tuhing to the regulating yah'e VV, which is controlled by Lhe 
batLery of aneroid diaphragms 0, so thaL as Lhe a\7into1' climhs, the aneroid diaphraO'ms uncleI' 
Lhe reduced pressure gradually iuc1'ea e Lhe flow of oxyO'en through Lhe regulating vah~e W 
C 
A-' 
Sec/lonA,S 
o 
F 
Lo supply Lhe definiency of oxygen in the atmosphere. 
From the regulating valve the oxygen pa c through cop-
per pressure tubing Lo the flow indica Lor F , which indi-
caLe that oxygen is pa sing through the apparatus, thence 
by tubing connected at M to the mask of the aviaLor. 
The e parLs are all mounled on a brass basc. .A. ca e of 
bra a indicated in Figure 1 is provided 1,0 protect the 
in trument. When Lwo men arc upplied a Y connection 
i ' inserLed beyon d M so tha,t Lu be can be run Lo the 
rna ks of both aviaLOl. A fLJ1e ·wire-mesh fliler is pro-
Section CD vided at the tank connection Lo pre\7ent dirL from entering 
K- -oQ Lype and is connected diroctly to the tank connection. 
BeneaLh Lhe pre sure O'age is the redueinO' valve, which auLo-
• 
the apparaLus The pre sure gage A is of Lhe Bourdon 
Rf?duclng volve and POSoIenger o<tJvsfmenf matically reduce th pressure of lho oxygen from. tank 
pressure gouge. volve. pres ure to a value lightly above atmospheric pre sure. 
FlO. 2.-Dreycr Oxygen .\Ilparatus. This is accompli hed by the action of the corrugated 
Oerman- ilver diaphragm D (fiO'. 2), which form the top of th chamher B , into whi h the oxygen 
Dow from the Lank throuO'h the yalve V. Din,phragm D is connccted to a lever L piYoted at P 
and pre ing upon a spring with a German- jlver tip at V, which presse upon a German-
ilver valve eaL at Y. The pres ure of the oxygen which enter '\ from the tank cau e the 
diaphragm D 1,0 expand, thus pressing the spring on the scat of the valve V through the 
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action of the lever L. Oxygen passes from the reducing chamber B at H, thereby reducing the 
pressure in B, which causes the diaphragm to fall and the valve V to open. In this manner the 
pre ure in the chamber B is automatically maintained at a nearly constant value. Above the 
diaphragm D i a hermetically sealed chamber J , filled with air at atmospheric pressw·e. The 
object of this i to make the action of the valve V independent of the external atmo pheric 
pressure, which decreases as the altitude increases. It has the inherent disadvantage that the 
pre ure of the confined air changes with the emperature; hence, at the low temperatures 
which obtain at high altitudes the contraction of the confined air causes the diaphragm D to ' 
partially close the valve V, thereby reducing the pre sure in the chamber B; and con equently 
the flow of oxygen from the apparatus. If properly made this, however, should not decrea 'e 
the flow more than 10 per cent. The hut-off valve V' con i t of a German-silver plug K 
accurately fitted to the valve ca e. The oxygen enters at 0 ( eetion CD) and pa e up through 
the center of the plug and thence to the outer surface at Q, communicatinO' with a groove of 
variable depth cu t laterally in the surface of the plug. By turning the valve the flow can be 
controlled through the throttling action of the groove and, if desired, entirely cut off. A grad-
uated head is provided to operate the valve. 
The aneroid control valve is shown in section at W. This consists of a German- ilver plug 
accurately fitted to a German-silver casing. The oxygen enters at 0' , flows through a pa age 
along the axi of the plug K', thence laterally to the surface of the plug to a groove T of variable 
depth cut longitudinally in the plug. This slot i located opposite the outlet 0 ". The aneroid 
diaphragm G (shown in figs. 1 and 2) are connected to the stem of the plug K'. These con ist 
of corrugated boxe of German ilver from which the air has been exhausted and which are 
maintained eli tended by in ternal springs. As the external atmo pherie pre ure deerea es, the 
diaphragms expand through the action of the internal pring. This causes the valve plug K' 
to move so as to bring a deeper portion of the slot opposite the outlet 0" , thereby automatically 
increa ing the flow of oxygen from the apparatus. By properly regulating the depth and cro 
section of thi slot the supply of oxygen can be made ju t sufficient for the aviator's needs at all 
al titud . The flow indicator is merely a turbine of light con truction again t which the oxygen 
from the aneroid control valve impinges in passing to the masks. The rate of rotation of the 
turbine gives a rough indication of the rate of flow of oxygen through the apparatus. 
CLAUK-DREYEU AND KING-DREYER APPARAT S. 
During the war instrument of the Dreyer de ign were produced in this country, as shown 
in Figure 3. 0 es ential changes were made from the British prototype; the base, however, 
FIG. 3.- Ameri ca n·Dreyer Ox ygen A ppnratus. 
is of cast aluminum instead of brass and provided with lugs w.ith which to fasten the instrument 
to the airplane. The case is of cooper-plated pre ed steel and fit tightly over the ba e, to which 
it is fastened by screws in tead of being a complete box of brass as in the Briti h design. The 
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pressure gage i graduated to read in atmospheres instead of kilograms pel' square centim
ctcr. 
The turbine i mOlmted on double instea<;l of Ingle jewcled hearings. The Y C'onnecLion, used 
when two aviators are supplied, i connected directly to the outlot of the flow indicator, a
nd in 
one of the legs of the Y i a shut-off which restricts the flow of oxygen to one rna k in ea
se one 
aviator only is operating the airplane. 
The disadvantages of apparatu of the Dreyer type arc: (1) the decrea e of flow of oxygen 
at low temperatures, due to the contraction of the air above the graduated diaphragm o
f the 
reduced pressure chamber; (2) the tendency for the aneroid control valve to tick if the least 
particle of dirt or other foreign matter lodges between the pi ton and the wall of the valve
; (3) 
in case one or more of the aneroid diaphragm become punctured the lot in the piston o
f the 
aneroid valve may pass beyond the outlet, thereby cutting off entirely the flow of oxygen
/ (4) 
since the reducing valve is not a balanced valve the back pre ure of the oxygen on the end o
f the 
piston, which acts in opposition to the tendency of the aneroid diaphragms to expand, 
may 
under certain circumstances be sufficient to prevent the valve from opening at all with decre
a ing 
atmospheric pres UTe. 
MUNERELLE APPA RATUS. 
A form of apparatus very imilar to that of Col. Dreyer, designed by Munerelle, is shown
 
in Figure 4. As in the Dreyer apparatu , the essential parts are a pressure gage, redu
cing 
FIG. 4.-Munerelle Oxygen Apparatus 
valve, shut-off valve, aneroid control valve, and flow indicator. The pressure gage and redu
cing 
chamber and shut-off valve are practically identical with those in the Dreyer apparatus. 
The 
es ential difference is that the aneroid diaphragm operate the aneroid control valve throug
h an 
intermediary lever L, which lever can also bo operated independently by hand by the stop 
S, so 
that in case the aneroids cease to function the aviator still is able to obtain an adequate su
pply 
1 This difficulty was overcome in the later models of American manufacture by providing a
 stop on the support Qf tbe valve stem tQ 
I i mit its excursion in the direction of the cut·off. 
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of oA.J7gen by bringing th top S in contact with the lever L which in turn presse again t the 
piston of the control valve and thereby op ns the v~lve . Two aneroid in tead of even are 
provided to operate the aneroid co n trol valve. Th e neces ary linear motion of this valve j 
obtained by the multiplying action of the lever L. The r esult i that a tennency of the aneroid 
valve to stick would 1 e more likely to make the valve inoperable than in the case of the Drey'r 
in trument. The emergency control of the aneroid ,alve i a de irable feature. A regulating 
crew i provided at the end of the aneroid to adju t the aneroid valve. The rate of delivery 
is controlled by the lever ,which operate the cut-off valve V. The I ointer of the flow indi-
cator is di pen ed with, the rotation of the turbine it elf, which i partially radium painted , 
being used to indicate the flow of gas. The in trument i more ompact and lighter than th 
Dreyer type. 
CLARK APPARATUS. 
To overcome ome of the di advantage of the Dreyer instrument, the oxygen apparatu 
shown in Figure 5 and 6 wa designed. Its es ential parts are a pI' ure gage, reduced-pres-
ure chamber, hut-off valve, aneroid con trol valve, and flow indicator . A by-pa or fuJl-
flow valye is also provided to allow the oxygen to pa directly fr m the r educed-pre ure 
chamber to the .flow-indicator chamber in ea e of emergency. The part al"{) mounted on a 
FIG. 5.-Clark Oxygen Appara lus. 
cast aluminum ba e of the arne size as that of the American Dreyer type, and a pre cd 
steol cover like that of the latter instrument i al a provided. The oxyaen pa es from the 
tank to the pre ure gage G and the redu ced pre sure chamber C, thence to the by-pa and 
shut-off valv VI , whieh are ca t in a ingle ca ing thence to the aneroid valve V" , whi h i 
located und er tbe How indicator F , and finally through the flow indicaLor Lo the mask con-
nections M MI. 
Detail of the reduced pr ·nre chamber and aneroid control valve arc hown in Figure 6. 
The oxygen en ters the reduced pre sure chamb er through the connection at 0 and I a es to 
the control valve '\ , thence to the chamber C, causing the diapJu-ugm D to xpand , thereby 
bringing the bakelitr valve cap B , which is attached directly to the diapmagm by a stirrup , 
in contact 'with the German- ilvrr valve at. "-bove the diaphragm is a hermcLically ealrc1 
chamber containing air at atmo ph eric prE' sure. The pring R under compre sion maintains 
the valve V normally open. An adjusting crew W permit the regulation of the flow from 
out id e the pre ure chamber. Th one and two man control valve VI (fig. 5) i of the plug 
type imilar to that used in the Dreyer apparatu. The by-pa valve II (fig. 5) , which is 
aloof the plug type, i operated by a lever L from out ide of the case. I t i normally clo ed, 
sO that the oxygen mu t pass through the one and two man control valve, th nce to the an roid 
control valve} and then through the flow indicator to the rna ks. If either of the e valves fail 
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to function, by operaLing Lhe cut-out valve oxygen i pOl'miLLed to pa s directly to Lhe 110w 
indicator and Lhence to the masks. 
Detail of the aneroid control valve are hown in Figure 6. A .. taek of five aneroid dia-
phragms are connected to the lever L', which in turn is conneeled 1,0 the valve sLem W'. As 
Lhe aneroids expand, the valve tem W', ·which i threaded, i rotated by the 1(,\7er L' and raised 
from its seat, permitting oxygen which ente]' at 0' and pas es to the valve scat V" to flow 
in amounts depending on Lhe excur ion of the aneroids. From the control valve the oxygen 
pa se to the flow indicator chamber immediately above, thence to the ma k connection . 
On the stem of the shut-oIl' valve a cam K (fig. 5) is provided to operate the level' P, which 
pre ses again t the pi ton Y of a mall valve, whi h i opened by the aelion of Lhe cam when 
the hut-off valve i set for two passenger, thereby obviating the neces ' i ty of u ing a Y connec-
tion in the Lube to the masks, a in the Dreyer apparatu. The flow indicator is of Lhe turbine 
type. The pointer i dispensed with, and instead 
an aluminwn disk with concentrie slots, whieh 
appear as concentrated circles upon rotation, i 
provided. 
To prevent moisture and other impurities, 
whieh are found in commercial o:\.'"J"gen, from 
interfering with the action of the apparatus, two 
filters are pr@vided, one in the pas age between 
the supply tank and the reducing valve and a 
second in the chamber 0' (fig. 5) between the 
hand valve and the regUlating valve. 
The advantages of this apparatu over the 
Dreyer type are that the aneroid-control valve 
is less likely to become clogged by par·ticl s of 
dirt or other impurities than is the pi ton valve 
of the Dreyer instrument. Moreover, in ca e 
the aneroids are punctured th re is no danger 
of the upply of oxygen being cut off, ince under 
these circum tances the valve willl'emain open. 
The reducing valve can be regulated without di -
0' 
FIG. 6.- Rcducing and Control \ "sh-es of lark Oxygen .\pparatus. 
a sembling the apparatu. The by-pa s or full-flow valve permit the pilot to receive an ade-
quate supply of oxygen in case the hand valve or aneroid valve cea e to operate. GreaLer 
precautions are taken to fliter the oxygen and thu remove po ible contamination. On Lhe 
oth r hand, the apparatu i rather heavy. It weighs 4.6 pound, which i more than a pound 
more than the regular Dreyer apparatus. It has more parts than the Dreyer type and the 
design is complicated. 
VAN SICKLEN APPARATU . 
A devicr of radically different design, invented by Prouty, is shown in Figures 7 and 
E enLial feature are a high-pre ure chamber and reducing valve and a low-pre ure chamher 
and reducing valve, the latter controlled by an aneroid c:lpsulc. A pres ure gage and ito" ... 
indicator are al 0 provided. l'hi apparatus differs from the Dreyer in that the required amount 
of oxygen i obtained by forcing the oxygen through an orifice of con tant area by varying the 
pre sure of the oxygen in tead of maintaininD' the driving pressure effectively con tanL and vary-
ing the orifice in the aneroid-control valve, a in Lhe Dreyer type. I is the lighte 1, and most 
compact of the in truments thus far produced. 
Referring to Figure ,the oXyD'en cnter the high-pressure chambcr H through the tank 
connection O. At one end of this chamber i a German- ilver diaphragm D, which expands 
under the pressure of the oxygen, thereby 010 ing the valve V, which i connected by the lever 
system L to the diaphragm. From the high-pre sure chamher th oxygen pa se through the 
jewel needle valve V' into the low-pres ure chamber P, which is a1 0 provided with an aneroid 
42398-25t-2 
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diaphragm D' and lev l' ysLem L' imilar to that of the high-pre sur side. In addition, an 
aneroid capsule N, backed by a pring S, presse again t the center of the diaphragm D'. As 
the external atmospheric pre ure deerea e, the aneroid cap ule expand , thereby exerting 
D' 
FIG. 7.-Vao Sick! o-ProuLy Oxygen Apparatus. 
5 
";----2 
-'---3 
pre sure through the diaphragm D' on the lever L' and regulating the amounL of oxygen which 
enLers through the needle valve V'. 
The upplyat lifferent altitude j regulaLed 0 the correct amount by the contact screws 
2, 3, and 4, again t which the teel pring pre es as the aneroid expands. Tempera ture com-
Low pressure high pressure pen ation is secured by opp I' plating the 'pring 
I to 80 oz. 50" persq.in. on the in id . From the reduced-pre U1'C chamber 
the oxygen pas e to the rna k connectioo and 
M' (fig. 7). In onc, M a shut-off valve K , with 
kl1UTled ring, i provided to cut off the upply to one 
rna k in case the machioc i,; heing opcrated by one 
aviator. 
The high-pres uro gaO'e con i Ls of the helical 
tube T (fig. 7), conne ted to the e tor R, which in 
tUTn operate an indicating pointer. The oil i 
made t sustain a pre ure of 2,500 pound per square 
inch. The dial, which i equally spaced, i grad-
uated from 0 to 200 atmo phon ... and al 0 indicates 
the pel' cent of the full upply available. The now 
indicator depend for it a tion on the static pre sure 
of the oxygen developed on the low-pre sure iele of 
the apparatu. It consist essentially of a cap ule 
B, one face of which i a en i Live German-silver 
diaphragm, the expansion of which under the prcs-
SUTe of the oxygen flowing -from the apparatu indi-
cates the flow roughly on the dial E tln-ouO'h the 
intermediary action ' of a suitable lever ystem. It 
i e entially a pI' ure gage. No oxygen fio" 
throuO'h the How indicator. The part arc mounted 
on an aluminum base and are covered with a thin ca t aluminum ca e provided with gla -covered 
opening to expose the dial of the pres ure gage and How indicator. The de ign i remarkably 
compact The base is approximately 2 inche wide and 3~ inches long and the cover is approxi-
mately 2% inches high. The weight, exclu ive of external connection , i about 1~ pound. 
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This instrmnent has hown exceptionally ati factory performance in laboratory tests 
and under servicC' conditions to the limited extent to which it has been u cd. 
GAR AUX APPARATUS. 
An apparatus invented by Dr. Gar a1L"X. in France is hown in Figme 9 and in detail in 
Figure 10. Tbe e ential part arc a reduced-pre sure chamber ('2 and an altitude-control 
device ClI which opC'l'ate a needle valve V. 
The pre ure-control chamber C2 i divid ed into two par t by th rftbbC'r diaphragm D,. 
The upper part communicatC' with the external atmo phC're at A. The lower is COllllC'ctecl 
to the oxygC'n- upply tank at T. The rubber . 
,---------------
diaphragm is held in place between the 
spring SI and 8 2 , of which 8 1 i the stronger, 
and thus exerts ,til unhalanced pres ure on the 
diaphragm. The oxygen which enter from 
the upply tank forcC's lhe diaphragm u[ -
ward in opposition to t he external pre ure 
abol-e the ditLphragm and the unbalanced 
pres ure of the pring 8 , and 8 2 unt il t he 
('iaphragm i sufTiciently displaced to clo e 
the yal \ e T through t.he action of the leyer 
system L 1• The oxygen in the chamber ('I 
is thu maintained at a pre. ure which de-
cr a e with t.he £1.1titude,. but i maintained 
con. t.antly in exec. s of the extern al atmos-
c 
FIG. 9.- 0nrsnux Oxygen Appnrnlus. 
phC'ric pressure by an amount dependinO' upon the unbalanced pressure exert.ed on the diaphragm 
DI by the pring I' which i ad justable. A afety valve V, is provid ed to prevent the pre sure 
in the chamber C2 from bC'coming excessive in case the valve fails to close. 
The altitude control i C'fl ected by the expan ion with increase of alti.tude and consequent 
decrease or JH'l'Ssure and temperature of the ga confin ed in the receptablC' C, by the rubber 
diaphragm D2 , whi(\h aets in opposition to the pring 3, forcing the rod T again t the lever .Lz 
which in turll cletuate the needle valve V, located between the outlet of the reduced pressure 
chambC'l' a.nd the mask COlUlection. The upply of oxygen delivered i regulated by th 
size and shape of the needle yalye in con-
junction wi th the area of the diaphragm sur-
face DI and the pres me of the opposing 
adju table pring l' The pre me within 
the chamber C2 is initially aclju ted by mean 
of the val,e VI' 
The principal disadyantage of thi.s type 
of apparatus, a ide from the lack of dura-
bili ty of the rubber diaphragm . i the tem-
perature effect re ultino- from t.he change in 
rIO. IO.-Rcducing " nel ('ontrol V!llvcs of GarSntLx Oxygen Apparatus. volume of the ai r co nfined in the chan1ber C'" 
which l'egulatC's the flow. Thi is in part cl ue to the lag of the temperature of the con.fined air 
behind it.s surroundings find a1 0 because of the deviations un cle]' the conditions of usc from 
the temperatu I"C al ti tucle I H,W of R acl au whi ch is a.ssumecl in cali brating the instrumen t. 
GAHSAUX APPARATUS-MODIFlliD TYPE .. 
A implifiC'd form of Gar a1L"X. apparatus i 'hown in Figure 11. 1'he amount of oxygen 
delivered is controlled by driving the ga un der a sui tably varying pre u re through an orifice 
of consa'lL 3i.1: ') . A sin:5lr I'~ lucing valve Pi use I. I t is operated by the lever y t.em Lunder 
the action of the two rubber diaphragm Dl and D z, which are ituated between two chambers 
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0, and O2 , Ohamb I' 0, is hermetically scaled and contains air at atmospheric pre ure. The 
diaphragm D" wluch r sts again t a metal plate, constitutes th upp r part of thi chamber. 
It is separated from the diaphragm D2 , to which it is connected by a small chamber 0 3 , expose? 
to the external atmospheric pressure through tbe opening H. 'I'he diaphragm D2 con titute 
the lower part of tho reduced-pro sure chamber 2, into which th oxygen from tho supply 
tank passes through the needle valve P. The diaphragm act in oppo ition to the upward 
motion of a spring. The air in 0, expand with decrease of external pre ure, thereby open-
ing the needle valve and increasing the pre sure of the oxygen in th chamber O2 , which in 
turn increases the amount delivered by the apparatus. From the chamber O2 the oxygen 
pa se through a suitable opening of constant size to the ma Ie. The amount of oxygen deliv-
ered at any two chosen altitude can be regulated by properly proportioning the area of the 
dial hragm D, and D2, the tiffne s of the pring ,and the ize of th outlet ori6c. The 
flow at intervening altitudes i thereby determined. A pre ure gage G i provid d to indicate 
the pre sure in the su pply tank. The pressure of the air in the hermetically sealed ch amber 
F IG. 11.- 0 arsnux Oxygen Apporntus, Improve<1 Type. FIG . 12.-00ur<1011 Oxygen Apparatus. 
may be regulated through the capped opening K,. The adju tment of the diaphragms may 
be changed by removinO" tbe cap K 2 • 
GOURDOU APPARATUS. 
Effort havo also been made to obtain a imple form of apparatus by allowing the oxygen to 
flow from a chamber at con tant pre sure through a suitable small orifice directly to the ;rna k 
and depending on the decrease of the atmo pheric pres ure with increase of altitude to provide 
the necessary difference in pressure to force the required amount of oxygen through the orifice. 
If the pressure in th regulator i P" the external pros ure P2' the quantity Q delivereel will be 
given by the expro ion Q= J((P1 - P 2 ) , where Jl i a constant depending on the dimen ions of 
the orifice. JIenc' the ratio of the llmount lelivered at t.wo altitude will be given by the 
expression 
Q2 PO-P2 
QI = Po - P, 
from which, knowing the desired ratio of flow g: and the pre sures P 2 and PI at the correspond-
ing altitudes t.he pressure Po at which flow of oxycren begins is defined. An apparatus of thi 
type (shoWJl in fig. 12) ha been uggested by Oapt. Gourdou. Oxygen from the upply 
tank enters the chamber 0 through the alve V and pas e from thi chamber through the 
orifice 0 t.o t.he masks. The pre sure in the chamber is regulated by the a~pansion and con-
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traction of the aneroid diaphragms D, which are connected to the lever system lL L 2, which 
opel1 and close's the valve V. A pring is provided to insure the clo ing of the valves when 
the aneroids arc not su fficiently contracted to do so. The pre ure of the oxygen in the chambers 
i,s regulated by the adjustment screws E, F , G, and II. The delivery curves arc roughly para-
bolic. A limitation of both this and the previou apparatus is that the delivery can be exactly 
defined at two aHitude only, the assumption b eing made that at other point the delivery 
curve will not deviate from the theoretically correct amount enough to appreciably alTect the 
avia,tor' breathing. 
GIBBS APPAHATUS 
An apparatus invented by W. E. Gibbs, formerly of the United States Bureau of Mine, 
is s11 0wn in Figurrs 13 and 14. Thi. model i made to upply one person. The distinguishing 
F IG. J3.-0ibbs Oxygen ApparaLus. 
characteristic of this apparatu are that the pre ure i reduced in two stages before entering 
the aneroicl-eonLrol valve and that a valve is pro iclecl ncar the mask connection, which permi t 
oxygen to flow only when the aviator is in- /i/gh pressue qauqe 
haling. The pres ure in the upply tank i 
ind icated by a Bourdon gage of the usual type. 
Referring 1,0 Figure 14, oxygen from the 
supply tank enters the high-pres ure reducing 
chamber 0, the inlet of which i controlled by 
a valve operatecl by the multiple cell bronze 
(( ylphon" valve . A the oxygen enters t11e 
first reducing chamher and the ylphon valve 
, the latter expands, therehy closing Lhe inlet 
valve to the oxygen supply. The pres ure is 
in thi ' manner maintained in Lhe first reduc-
ing chamber at approximately 1.5 pounds pel' 
quare inch in excess of n,tmosphel' ic pres 'ul'e. 
From Lhe first reducing chamber the oxygen 
ChomberC [ - ------------- ------- ValviV-' 
Inlet Tram tiP oxygen 
spring 7' 
educinq valve 
S 
liinqe 
Chamber 
C' 
- Inlet I 
De/lows 
D 
FIG. 14 .- 0ibbs Oxygen Apparatus. passes into the second chamber 0 ' , which j 
provided with a bellows B , controlled by Lhe 
prin o- T, thereby automatically maintaining the pressUl'e in the chamber at approximately 1 inch 
of water in excess of atmospheric pre, . UTe through the action of the valve V, which is operated 
by the bellow . . 
From the second pressure chamber the oxygen pa se through the inlet I Lo the aneroid-con-
trol valvo V', also of Lhe multiple-cell bronze sylphon typ . The air ha heen exhausted from 
this ylphon antI t\S the external pre sure decreases i t expands, Lhereby opening Lhe port P and 
permitting oxygen to pa in predetermined amount depending upon the al titude. From the 
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aneroid-con trol yalve the ox:vgen pas es through the yalye V" to tIle ma 'k. This valve i opened 
and closed by the motion of the diaphrRgm D, which expand and contract under the light 
increa e and decn'a 'e of pre ure re ulling from the ayjators breathing. In it , normal condi-
tion this yalYo i ' do ·ed. The slight clecrea e of pres ure, due to tho aviaLor's inhaling, j 
required to open it imcl allow the OX~Taen to now. 
This RpPRratu i. inclosed in an aluminum CRSO 3 Y2 by 3 ~ by 5% incho and weiah approxi-
mately G pound G ounce. 1L has not boen exton. iy ly u cd in practico. Effort is required 
by the a\-iator to operate the valYe which permits the oxygon to flow only during inhalation. 
Although this offort is slight, it is noticeable, and it is important that the ayiator experience 
not evon the slighte. t ensation or obstruction or added effort in breathing. A later model of 
Ll is appn.raLus, which is madC' to supply two aviator ', mo1'C' ncm1y re embles Lhe Dreyer type. 
The \-ah'c opeJ'ftted hy the brC'ftthing of the ayiator h<1. beC'n eliminated. \.. hand-control or 
FlO. la.-Germ an LiquidOx yg('l O .A ppanuus. 
shut-off valve, similar to that u ed in th Dreyer apparatu , 
has heen added to aclju t the upply for one or two aviatOl . 
A flow indicator ha al 0 boen added. Out ide dimension 
of the apparatu arc approximately 7 inche quare and 3 
inche ' high ; weight about -1 pound. 
CO TROL APPARATUS-LIQUID-OXYGE TYPE. 
The apparatu thu far considered have been de ignecl 
Lo use compres cd oxygen. It is al 0 possibl to carry a 
upply of oxygen in liquid form and to reaulat Lhe amount 
evaporated accordina to the needs of the aviator. The 
apparatu ' required has the advantage that it is con iderably 
ligb LeI' and more compact than the completo equipment 
necessary when comp1'e eel oxygen is u eel. On the other 
hand , there is an in vitable loss of gas clue to evaporation 
with the liquid type whcn the ga ' i ' not actually heing u ed. 
rt i. therefore desirable that the apparatlL':1 be fdled when 
about Lo be used and lhaL the liquefying plant be rea onahly 
near the hase of operations. The liquid-oxygen Lype of 
apparaLLb is 3pecialiy useful for lona flighLs, ince a large 
amounL of oxyaen can be carried wiLh comparaLively mall 
V'olume and weight. 
GERMA TYPE. 
An apparatus for liquid oxygen which has been exten-
, i vely u eel by the Germans i hown in figure 15 and Hi. 
The supply of litluicl gas is contained in the double-walled 
spherical copper yacuum hoWe B. Connected to the bottle i ' the tub '1', in which the ox gen 
which CYil,pomte. is confin d. \.. pres. ure gage P and a 'afety vt1h'e arc a,Ltaclted Lo thi tube. 
The pressurc deyeloped in Lhe tube l' rorces liquid oxygen up through Lhe Lube t and ouL through 
a y. tem of coiled tube and e,caporation chambers, C 1 2 C 3 C, to Lhe needle vah' e N, thence 
to Lhe hreaLhina bag R (not used in the model shown in fig. 15) and to the ma ks. The safety 
valve. prevents the pre .. me in the Lube T, due Lo Lhe con tant eVltporation of the liquid ox Tgen, 
from be oming exce 'siwly gren,t in caso ox~'aen i not being delivered. The amount of oxygen 
deli\To]'ed by the apparatus depends upon th rate at which liquid oxygen pa se. through the 
system or coi l ' and e\'aporating chamber: . This is determined hy adju Ling the needleyulYe 
N. The 11Cat required to eYilpomte the gas is ah. orhed from the urrounding atmo pbere, 
which i~ pracLicl1hlc ~ince the tempel'ttture of the latter is always far abo\'e that of the liquid 
oxyaen (- 1 )5° C.) . In the t'vacul,Led pace hC'tween the two wall or the container B, on the 
under ide or tl1(' inn]' wall, a layer or charcoal is provided , which is held in placC' by paper 
and meLal gauze. This selTes 1,0 absorb small amounts of gas which nu,~c l C'ak inLo the evacuated 
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space. A stoppel' is u eel to insert in Ol1e of Lll(' mask connections M M[ when O)1e Iwiatol' only 
i to he supplied. The amount of oxygen deli,'e lwl hy thi: apparatus at <liff('l'ent altitudes 
for one and two passengers i!:' shown in Figure 17. These Cli lTes 1'ef('1' to a SUIToulHling tempera-
ture of 0° C. They indicate that the supp ly acL uall.\' de('reases a/)o ,-e 4,000 me'ters when one 
per 011 is being .uppli ('C/ nnd co ntinuall y throughout t11(' rangc of aHiLuclc wbl'n acljmiLcd for two 
persons. This is in part be-
cause Lhe amount of heat ab-
sorbed fr01l1 the' atmosphere, 
due lo it decrease of den i ty 
with increa ing altitude, falls 
orr more rnpidly than U e 10\,,-
ering of the hoiling point of 
the liquid oxygen owing to 
Lhe decl'ea. ed external pres-
s ure. Moreover, the temper-
ature at high altitudes i · u u-
ally below 0° C .. and the up-
ply 'would therefor in general 
be even Ie. s than that indi-
ca ted hy the cur\'<.' . IIo,,'-
ever, the amount deli\Ter ecl is 
still more than enouO'h for 
p 
]i"J(i. 16. DetHils Germ an I,i~u id O,ygen .\PPRraLlIs. 
Lhe a,-iator 's 11 ('('<IS. TIl(' ,,-eigbt of the appal'at u jLl t ci esc ri lwc/ wh ell empty IS 3 J80- ki lo-
grams. It, h,ls a celpacity of 2,000 c uhic centimeLer of liquid oxygen . 
To reduce thc Joss of gas through enlpol'Htion when the instrument is not in lise , expcl'i-
m ent han' been conducted in France ancl England ,,-i th metal con taincrs of stamped moLal 
sih-creel or gflh-flnized and fl.! 0 with double-wall gia s bottle. It ha h een found that gla . 
bottles with a capclcity of one li ter of liqui d oxygen, whi ch corresponds to approximcltely 900 liters 
of ga. , lose through eyaporat ion onl.\' ] 2 liter per hour at ] :o C. Rea onahlc C,lre must he taken , 
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ho,,-enr, i nnlling glas hattIe that the tem-
perature is 10\\-e1'ed gradually before the 
liquid OX )Tgen comes in contact with the 
gla s; otherwis they are likely to crack. 
This difficulty could b e axoided by u lllg 
ye sel of fuzed quartz. 
llRITISH TYPE. 
An apparatu of British manufacture 
. imilal' to the German apparatus ju t de-
seribed is shown in Figure 1, . The container 
8 /2 /6 20 24 28 consi. ts of two spun-metal cylindrical yes-
Altitude· Thousands offeet ' el ) on within the other, ,,-ith an exhau. ted 
FIG. 17.-.\llillide Delhwy ClIIWS for OrrmAIl Oxygen .l ppara LlIs, space hetween and poli ' heel surfaces facing 
Liquid Oxygen Type. the evacuated space to reduce ril.cl iation. 
Thore is an ielentation in the lower part of the inner YCS el for a charcoal pocket , which j . 
co\'el'ecl hy mctal gauze to hold the charcoal in place. 
The apparatus is made in two izes, which han~ a Ce1pa 'ity of 2% and 4,Y2 liters of l iquid oxy-
gen, corre poneling. 1'e pecLi,-ely, to approximately, 2,500 and 4,000 li ler of oxygen ga. The 
container of thc small modd is spherical; that of the large r is elongated and I'oun(/e'd at the 
top and hoUom. The arrangement. fo l' e ,-a porating th liquid oxygen and controlling the 
delivery arc mounted around the neck of the container. Evaporation i Cau eel by absorption 
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of heaL from the url'ounding aLmosphere. The pres ure of the evaporated ga which i con-
fined above Lhe liq uid is measured by a pre ure gage D , which i conneeLed 1,0 Lhe inner neck. 
\.. piral coil of .!i-inch copper LubinO' A forms part of the gage connecLion. Beyond the gaO'e 
and connecLed 1,0 iL is a afety valve V, which can b adjusted to regulaLe Lhe p·reSSUl'e at which 
the oxyO'en hlows off. That which e cape from the val \Te j J d 1,0 the main ga -deli ,' cry 
ouLlets. The eoil A prevents oxygen from reaehing the gage in liquid form and warm it 
before it pa c throuO'h the afety valve into the main delivery pipe. The main upp ly of 
oxygen i deliver d through Lhe coil C. The pI' sure of the evaporated oxygcn aboye lhe 
Jiq uid forcc the liquid up a siphon tube which r ache 1,0 the botLom of the inner YeS 01. 
When Lhe liq uid ha reached the Lop of the sil hon it eontinu s to flow under the comhined a Lion 
of the gas pressure and Lhe siphon. From the iphon Lube the liquid pa se into Lhe annu lar 
FIG. 1 .-ilriLish Liquid Oxygen Appara Lus. 
boiler B, provided with venLi-
lating tube to inc rea e Lhe 
radiaLing surface. The liqui 1 
i evaporated here, and the gas 
produeed pa e through a 
third coil around the neck to 
the regulating valve R which 
conLrol the rate of delivery. 
At thi point two deli very 
tube are provided, whieh con-
nect to Lhe flow indicators and 
thence to the breathing rna k . 
A di advantage of these 
Lypes of apparatus, a ide from 
the inevitable 10 of oxygen 
due 1,0 'evaporation and the 
inadequate ontrol of the ga 
deliver d, i that in ca e the 
apparatu i inverted the rate 
of delivery can not be con-
trolled . The Freneh claim 
that the charcoal in the evacu-
ated pace between the walls of Lhe bottle i likely to he igniLed by the oxygen in case an 
incendiary bullet Lrike Lhe apparatu . Thi is denied by the Briti b . 
F R E CH TYPE. 
To overcome these difficultie and provide more atisfactory control of the amount of O'a 
delivered, Lhe French have proposed to make a device which utilize a double-walled gla s 
ve el to hold the liquid oxygen. In the latter is a quartz tube which incl se at it lower 
end a tunO' ten-filament lamp. The amount of current suppliecl to this lamp, and con equenily 
the amount of heat delivered and oxygen evaporated, depends upon a , 'nriable 1"e istance. which 
is automatically regulated accorclinO' to the altitude by a barometric con trol device. The YO el 
i partially filled with gIll wool to prevent the oxygen from f1owinO' uddcnly in large exec 
from the apparatu in case it i inver ted. The capacity of the container is thereby decrea cd 
about one-fifth. A small vent tube, communicating with the cxternal atmosphcre, j . provided 
to prevent the pre sure in the bottle elu to evapora Lion from becoming exce sive The 
pre sure thus never exc cd 25 pounels per quare inch e,en when the lamp i, at it highest 
temperature. 
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PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS. 
Oxygen-control apparatus has been found difficult to manufacture owing to its complexity 
and delicacy of the adjustments required. It i e entia! that the apparatus be of dm'able 
con truction, reliable in operation, and a lia-ht as is consi tent \vith durabili ty and reliability. 
It must not be affected appreciably in its performance by the wiele flu ctuations in temperature 
to which it will he subject in use. The vibrations of the airplane must not affect it operation, 
and it mu t be in en itiye to uch po itional changes a will be experienced in maneuvering the 
airplane. The amount of Qxygen deliyerecl at all altitude must always be at least suIIicient 
for the aviator's requirements, and it i importan that the required amount be not greatly 
exceeded for the sake of economy. 
To fullill the e requirement it i e enti al that construction and performance specifications 
be formulated and that altitude, lelivery curve with tolerances which define the allowable varia-
tion in flow at different al t itude be provided. D etailed workina- drawing with dimensions 
and tolerance are }lece ary. The material should be of the be t quality throughout arid free 
from defects. The workman hip should be of the highest grade in vi w of the delicate adjust-
ments required. It i highly de i1'able that a larg degree of interchangeahili ty of parts be pro-
yided. Gage, indicator, aneroid , reducing yalye , uni t ca tings, cases, tube, crews, and 
connection should be interchana-eable with like part of other instruments of the arne make 
and type. 
Material and workmanship should be carefully inspected during manufacture. This hould 
include an in pection of individual parts and performance tests on as embled parts und on the 
complete instrument in accordance with adequate performance sp cification. Sample of 
new instruments should be ubmittec1 . The right of rej ection of parts and of the complete in-
strument should be provided. 
LABORATORY TESTS. 
TEST! G APPARATUS. 
Oxygen-control apparatus under the conditions of use i ubjected to variable reduced 
pressure which may be a low as one-third of an aLmosphere at the highe t altitudes attained . 
It may al 0 be simultaneously subjected to temperatures a Iowa - 50 0 The oxygen is 
discharged against the reduced pre ure of the urrounding atmosphere. 
In order that the laboratory te t may be carried out under circwnstance similar to tho (> 
obtaining in actual u e, iL i e ential that the above-mentioned pressure and temperatur con-
ditions b fulfilled. This ha been done at the Bureau of tandards by placing the apparatus to 
be te ted under a bell j aI', and exhau ting tbe air from the bell jar until the pre ure is as low as 
that at the highe L altitude at which the apparatu is de igned to function (33,000 feet) . Con-
nection to an oxygen- upply tank i made tlu'o ugh uitable connection in the metallic ba eon 
which the bell jar re t. The bell jar j imultaneo u<::ly coole 1 by r efrigeration for the low-
temperature te ts. 
The pressure i determined by connecting a mercury barom LeI' to the bell jar. As the 
air in the bell jar i exhau ted the aneroid-control valve of the apparatu open and allows oxy-
gen to flow through the apparatus into the bell jar. It is desirabl e, therefore, that the pump 
have ufficient capacity to exhau t the bell jar wi th the oxygen flowing at its ma..,umum r ate 
(5 liters per minute) otherwise the oxygen mu t be hut off at the tank while the bell jar is 
being exhausted. When the pre sure ha been reduced to th required minimum, the pump 
i cut off from the bell jar. Th e oxygen continue to flow, however, thereby increa ing the 
pressure in the bell jar and cau ing the mercury in the attached barometer to fall. As the 
oxygen continues to flow and the pressure in the b 11 jar continually increa es, the aneroicl-
valve gradually clo e until the oxygen i again completely cut off a the pressure in the bell jar 
again approache atmospheric pressure. The rate of delivery of oxygen can be found while the 
oxygen i flowing into the bell jar if the volume of the bell jar i known and the rate at which 
the mercury column of the barometer falls i determined at a eries of points along the cale. 
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The apparatus 2 u ed at the Bureau of Standards is hown in Figure 19 and schematically 
in Figure 20 . R eferring to Figures 19 and 20, at the left is the bell jar B, of approximately 30 
li ter apacity,1'e tina upon a heavy cast-iron plate through which the connection to Lbe oxy-
gen tank T, Lhe pump P, and the manometer 0 are made. In the figure three xygen tank con-
nections are shown. Thi is so that three apparatus can be connected imultan ou ly und er 
the bell jar and tested succe sivoly, thereby avoiding the nece ity of r emoving th bell jar 
between te ts and breaking the eal. 
The bell jar re t upon a rubber ga ket fa tened to the ba e plate with hellac . Glycerine 
i used to in ure an air-tight connection between the bell jar and the ga keto The mercury 
manometer M , which i comlected to the bell jar , is of the closed ci tern type, designed to read 
at low pressures. The scale is graduated on the left in millimeters, and on the right are the 
corre ponding altitude in feet. This barometer ha the advantage over an open manometer 
FIG. 19.-Bureau of Standards Oxygen Apparatus Testing Equipment. 
that i t indicates the ab olute pre ure in the bell jar irrespective of the fiuctuation in the exter-
nal atmospheric pres ure. The lider (fig. 19), which can be moved through ou t the r ange of 
the cale, is provided with two horizontal lmife-edge , which are in front of and close to the 
manometer tube and exactly two centimeter apart. The r ate at which the pressure in the bell 
jar is increasing i found by determining ,vi th a stop watch the time required for the top of the 
mercury column to fall from the upper to the lower knife edge. 
The barometer M' at the right, which i identical ,vith the barometer ju t cl escrib d, is con-
nected to the bell jar B' , in which the temperature te ts are carried out. Thi bell jar consi ts 
of a dome of welded heet steel provid ed with a ca t-steol rim. It is heavily lagged with felt 
and h as a plat -glas 'window W (fig . 19) for ob ervation. The dome re t upon a ba e likc 
that under the glass bell jar, and, a in the other ca e, a rubber gasket i provided an 1 glycerine 
is u ed a a seal. I t ,vas found that vaseline and tallow solidified at the low temperature u ed 
and afterward on r emoving the dome 100 erred the gasket from the base. The dome is connected 
to the manometer and exhaust pump at 0' and P '. To obtain the low temperature required , a 
'Designed and constructed under toe direction of Mr. L. A. Hoffman of toe Aeronautic Instruments Section, Bureau of Standards. 
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carbon-dioxide refrigerating y Lem i employed. This includes an expansion coil X (fig. 20), 
an interchanger I, and a precooler ° with connections a shown. Carbon dioxide enter rrom 
the compre or at A, pa es through the precooler 0 , thence to the interchanger I , thence 
to the needle valve ,where expansion takes place, then directly to the expan ion Coil X, 
thence to the return coil of the interchanger, and back to the compressor. The precooler 
consi t of a coil of copper pre ure tubing surrounded by an ice- aIt freezing mixture. The 
interchanger is made of a double coil of copper pres ure tubing. The expansion coil, which 
is aloof heavy copper tubing, has a radiating urface of approximately 100 square inches. 
A mall motor-driven fan F i u ed to secure a uniform temperature in ide of the dome, and 
an electric light L is provided for illumination and for temperature regulation. Current for 
the motor and electric lamp enter through insulated binding post in the metal base. Con-
trol witches are provided. A toluene or pentane thermometer i u ed to indicate temperature. 
The manometer, pump, and oxygen-supply connections are hown diagrammatically at the 
Bel(jor 
B 
left in Figure 20. The stop cocks 8 1 82 83 84 are 
to cut off one or both bell jars from the pump 
and the oxygen supply. With thi device no 
difficulty is encountered in maintaining contin-
uously temperature between - 300 C. and 
- 40 0 C. 
PROCEDURE FOR TESTS. 
After an initial in pection for obvious me-
'hanical defect , the in trument to be te ted is 
placed on the bell-jar ba e, conneeted to the 
oxygen upply, and all valve, connections and 
tubes tested for leaks with a smoldering wick. 
The oxygen is then cut off, the hand valve for 
one or two passeng rs adjusted, and the bell 
jar placed over the apparatus. The upply-
tank pre ure and the temperature of the 
barometer is recorded, the bell jar then e..'{-
hausted to an absolute pre ure of approxi-
mately 65 centimeters, the pump cut-off, and 
the mercury column ob erved to detect leaks 
around the base of the bell jar. The oxygen is 
next turned on, the pump connected, and the 
FIG. 2O.- Testing Apparatus (or Oxygen Control Apparatus. pressure noted when the turbine-11ow indicator 
start to rotate (this should not be Ie s than 63 centimeters). The bell jar i exhau ted to 
approximately 15 centimeters ab olute, he pump cut-off, and the center of the barometer 
slider set at 25 centimeters. ince oxygen i flowing through th apparatus into the bell jar, 
the barometer falls. When the meni cu reaches the upper knife-edge of the lider, the stop 
watch is tarted and stopped when it reaches the lower knife-edge. The time is recorded to 
the nearest fifth of a econd and the mean barometric reading at the two knife-edges (25 cen-
timeters), the slider i rai ed from 5 to 10 centimeteI , and the time observation repeated 
for other 2-centimeter intervals up to approximately 70 centimeter pre ure, or until the 
oxygen ceases to 11ow. The pre sure when the flow indicator stops i observed, then the bell 
jar is again exhausted to approximately 15 centimeters, and a check run made. 
If both room and low temperature test for the effect of low-tank pressure are to be made, 
they should be carried out without re ettinO' the one and two passenger valve, ince slight 
changes in etting make an appreciable difference in the amount of oxygen delivered. The 
one and two passenger valve may be tested for leaks by setting it at « off" while connected to 
the supply tank and noting if the manometer remain constant after the pres ure in the bell jar 
has been reduced to approximately 15 centimeters. 
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CALCULATlO S. 
The altitude corre poneling to the mean pre ure of the everal 2-ccntimetcr intervals may be 
found from pre ure-altitu le tables prepared by the Bureau of tandards. The capacity of the 
bell jar mu t be known, also the displacement of the oxygen-control a,pparatus (approximately 
330 cubic centim ters for the Dreyer), and the temperature of the ail' in th bell jar. The rate 
of flow of oxygen through the control apparatus in liters pel' minuLe in term of the effective 
volume, V, of the bell jar (capacity minu yolume of apparatu under te t), the abo olute tempera-
ture , T, of the ga in the hell jar ( entigrade temperature plu 273), and th t ime in econds, t , 
for the pre ure in the bell jar to change two centimeter may be found by the following formula: 
L . / . 463 V Iter rom. = Tt 
If l' docs not differ appreciably from 293° ab olute (20° C.) the expre. ion becomes: 
D rivation of formulas: 
L ' / ' 1..- V Iter Illm, = - t-
Let V be the effective volume of the bell jar in liler (capacity - volume of apparatu ' under 
te t) , 
PI' pres ure in centimeter ' of Illercury when top wat·h started. 
P2 , pre ' ' ure in centimeter.:; of mercury when stop watch stopp d. 
T, ab olute temperatUl'e of ga j'n bell jar (centigrade +273). 
I, Lime in seconds for pre ur Lo change 2 cenLimeter , 
Vi> volume of ga in jar wh n top watch Laded, reduced Lo pressure of 76 centimeter and 
temperature 20° 
V2 volume of gas in bell jar when Lop waLch stopped, reduced to pre w'e of 76 centimeter 
and temperature 20° C, 
J( anel K2, con tanis. 
Then by the ga law 
PI V= KiT (1) 
P 2 F = K2T (2) 
Reducing to a pre sure of 76 centimetCl and temperature 20° . (293° ab olute) and sub titut-
ing from (1) and (2) . 
V - (293) PI V (3) 
i - (76) T 
V - (293) P 2 V (4) 
2- (76) T 
Subtracting (3) from (4), dividing by :0' and remembering that in the experiment P 2 - P I IS 
alway 2 centimeters. 
If T =293 
L ' / ' 60 (T',-VI) lLers mm, = i 
463 V 
=ty' 
(2) (60) (293) V 
(76) Tt 
L 't '/ ' _ (2)J60) r. 1.58 V leIS mm, - (76) t t 
(5) 
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THE RESULTS OF TESTS. 
The results of te ts hy the Bureau of Standards on representative instruments of the Ameri-
can-made Dreyer, the Clark, and the Prouty type and te ts on the single available pecimen 
of the Fn'llch Dreyer, Munerelle, Garsaux, ancl Lhe Gihbs instruments arc shown graphically 
in Figure:-l 21 28, ineiusiye. Te ts were carried out in conformity with the proeedure described 
in Lhe preeeding section. RaLes of delivery o[ oxy<Yen by Lhe apparatus when ubjectcu to 
external pressures eOlTesponcling to altitude up to 30,000 feet are <Yiven. The tank pre sure 
indicated in parenthe ' is in the legends on the plot are in pounds per square inch or kilogram 
per square centimeter. The altitudes were computed from the pressure in the bell jar in accord-
ance with pressure-altiLude tables prepared by the Bureau of tandard. ' The raLes of delivery 
are <Yin'l1 in liters/min. (reduced to 20° . and 760 millimetrrs pre sure) at the Lemperatures, 
tank pressure,:; , and paSSCI1<Yer adju. tment indicated by the legends. The COITect deliveries 
for one and two pnssengers are those prescribed by the nited States Bureau of Aircraft Pro-
duction specification. For one pa engel' they arc computed from the relation F =4( 1-7: 0) 
where V is the delivery in liters/min. and P i the atmospheric pre ure in millimeters of mercury. 
The amount for two passenger is only 60 per cent greater than that for one pas engel' at corre-
sponding altitudes. This is becau e it is a umed that both [l,\Tiator arc in genentl noL likely 
to inhale simultaneou 'ly. Duplicate runs were made in mosL ca es (,0 indicate the degree of 
reproducihility of performance. 
The effect or temperature i indicated by a compari on of the curves at l'oom temperature 
and at low temperature. On the average the in truments were found to deliver approximately 
20 per cent Ie s at - 30° C. than at room temperature. 
The effect or low-tank pressure i hown by comparing the room-temperature observation 
at high and low-Lank pre ure. This in general cau ed a decrease of delivery of approximately 
15 per cent when Lh tank pre. sure wa rcduced to 100 pound per luare inch. 
The stittic pres ure on the low-pressure side of the reducin<Y valve of the Dreycr-type instru-
ments was measured when no oxygen was Oowin<Y by the u e or a Bourdon pre sure gage a a 
test of the adjustment of the reducing valve. This pressure varied from 4 pounds per square 
inch to 12 pounds per quare inch in exces of atmo pheric pre ur. On the average it was 
pound ' per S(l uare inch. 
The sen itivene of the flow indicator of instrumen t of the Dreyer type was found in 
term of the altitude at which the indicator started to revolve with decrea e of pre sure (a cent) 
and stopped revolving on increa of pres ure (de cent). On the average the indicator started 
at 5,000 feet and s topped at 3,000 feet. 
Tests for leaks were made with a smoldering wick. 
It will bc notcd that the two-pa engel' adju tmcnt of the Dreyer-type instruments con-
form ' mueh more nearly to thc corre t flow than th adjustment for one pas engel'. This i 
because the groo,Tc in the aneroid pi ton valve was cut to give correct delivery for two pa en-
gers. Under these circumstances the delivery for one pa engel' is larger than is nece ary at 
low altitude. This does not harm the aviator, but wa te a littl oxygen. In the Van icklen 
type of instrument a the plot hows, thi difficulty i not encountered, since the delivery i 
con trolled by regulating the pre ure of the oxygen in the reducing chamber in tead of varying 
th ize of the delivcry orifi e, as i done in the Dreyer type by the action of the groove in the 
aneroid valve. The 1'e ults on the Garsaux in trument indicate that the valve was poorly 
adjusted. At approximately 10,000 feet it opened uddenly to the maximum rate of deliv-
ery. There was actually a slight d'ecrea e in delivery above 15,000 feet. The re ults at - 40° 
C. show tlutt the cut-off valve failed to function. The cmve obtained for the Gibbs in trument 
also show a decrease in delivery above 20,000 feet. This i du to faulty adju tment of the port 
of the delivery vahTe. It will bc also na.Lecl that in this ca e the delivery at low temperatures 
was practicitll}T the arne as that at room temperature, a~tllally slightly greater at - 29° C. 
' Bureau or Standards .\ ~ron" utic Instruments Circular No.3. 
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CLARK-DREYER 
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FIG. 21.-Clark·Dreyer Type. 
CLARK-MODlfIEO DREYER TYPE 
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FIG. 23.-Clark modified Dreyer Type. 
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FIG. 22.- King·Dreyer Type. 
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FIG. 24.- Van ' icklell'rype. 
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'£ LESTANG - DR'£YER 
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FIG. 25.-De Lestang-Dreyer T ype. 
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FIG. 27.-0arsaux Type. 
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FIG. 26.-Muuerelle Type. 
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